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In this study, the effective parameters in mass transfer in the process of gas
absorption in the bubble column by amine solvents have been investigated.
Also, the aim of this study is to present a general and accurate correlation
with the least simplifying assumptions to calculate the mass transfer flux of
gas phase to liquid phase components in three electrolyte systems MDEAPz, MEA-Pz, and MEA-MDEA. The effect of parameters on mass transfer
such as retention time, apparent gas velocity, liquid phase properties,
operating conditions, type of distributor, and bubble characteristics was
analyzed. Effective parameters were expressed to achieve functional
correlations using dimensionless numbers by using the pi-Buckingham
theorem. The correlation coefficients for MDEA-Pz, MEA-Pz, and MDEAMEA were obtained at 0.951, 0.981, and 0.924, respectively. The mean
relative error obtained from predicting the mass transfer flux correlation for
all three MDEA-Pz, MEA-Pz, and MDEA-MEA amine combination
systems was 3.6, 4.5, and 4.8%, respectively. The results showed that the
proposed correlations for mass transfer flux compared to other correlations
have high accuracy.
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Introduction
One of the main issues environmental in the world today is the excessive increase in greenhouse
gas emissions [1, 2]. Reducing carbon dioxide, which is one of the most important greenhouse
gases [3, 4], is very important due to the high retention time and the highest amount in the
atmosphere [5]. Therefore, the establishment of amine absorption and desorption units and the
use of conventional methods and new methods for carbon dioxide separation, have become
increasingly important [6, 7]. Since bubble columns are used as one of the multiphase reactors
in chemical [8], biochemical, and petrochemical industries, CO2 reactive absorption in
chemical solvents is considered an efficient method [9-11]. Choosing a suitable solvent with
high reactivity as well as corrosion, volatility, and low reduction energy requirements is
essential for the economics of the process. Mass transfer is one of the important separation
processes in that the components of the gas phase in contact with the liquid phase enter the
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liquid phase through the interface and react with each other in the liquid phase (film and liquid
mass) [12]. Basically, absorption in the liquid is used as a process to separate the gas impurity
[13, 14]. Gas absorption is an operational unit in which the components in the gas phase dissolve
in the liquid [15, 16]. In gas-liquid reactors, the mass transfer from the gas phase to the liquid
phase is the most important goal of the process [17]. Therefore, the bulk mass transfer
coefficient is a key parameter in determining the properties and design of industrial reactors
and its estimation is important in order to design and increase the reliability scale of these
reactors [18, 19]. Tables 1 and 2 present several correlations and studies in the field of the effect
of operational and design parameters on the mass transfer coefficient.
kla knowledge is sufficient for mass transfer processes with slow chemical reactions. But we
need to know kL to calculate the improvement factor in the rapid and immediate chemical
reaction in the liquid film. Due to the ambiguities in determining the interface area, estimating
kL based on kla knowledge and measuring ɑ values creates a large error. kL can be determined
by measuring a single bubble. Hallen Selbin's research [27] in 1980 showed that if uG <0.06
m/s (which is related to mass transfer with low solubility), the results of single bubbles could
be used for a set of bubbles. If gases have high solubility, the mass transfer rate will be high
and the conditions will be complex. Several well-known relationships for kL are given in Table
2.
When the dilute gas solubility is high during absorption along with the irreversible reaction, the
resistance of the gas side to mass transfer is important. Van den Berg et al. [28], in 1977 showed
that there was gas resistance on chloride absorption in benzene, even for a mixture of gases
with a volume of 50%. Absorption of dilute gases, SO2 or Cl2 or I2 in NaOH solution or
absorption of dilute NH3 or trimethylamine in sulfuric acid is another important example of gas
resistance. A number of researchers have shown that KaG varies with u0.75 for speeds above
0.1 m/s. Krishna et al. [29] showed in 2018 that at low velocities for towers less than 0.1 m for
diameter, KaG decreases with increasing diameter of the gas distributor whole.
Bubble column reactors have wide range of industrial applications [34] because of the
noncomplex design, low cost, simple mechanically moving parts, extremely intricate
hydrodynamic treatment and excellent heat and mass transfer properties [31]. They usually are
used a diversity of industrial activities containing large-scale yield of base chemicals and
synthetic fuels [35]. In contrast, the hydrodynamic behavior and scale-up of the bubble columns
are difficult [36], the pressure drop is higher in compared to the packed column, the retention
time is low in the gas phase, and coagulation of bubbles occurs.
One of the most influential parameters in the design and use of bubble columns is the mass
transfer flux which is determined by using the mass transfer coefficient parameter [17, 37]. The
studies in recent years have focused on other issues surrounding absorption in the bubble
column or on ways to improve the performance of solvents and absorbents [38]. For most of
the research in recent years, providing a relationship that can be used to measure the mass
transfer coefficient is not a priority and the existing relationships do not applicable to CO2
capture and have many errors [39]. Therefore, in this research, a method for predicting the
amount of mass transfer coefficient in bubble columns for several widely used amine absorbents
is presented [40].
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Table 1. Studies on volumetric mass transfer coefficient
Correlation
Parameter limit
uG (m/s): 0.003-0.4
UL (m/s): 0.0-0.44
2
3

Reference

Year

Akita and Yoshida
[20]

1973

Fair [21]

1967

k L a = 3.31

Deckwer [22]

1981

k L a = 0.00315uG0.59 eff−0.54

kL aDC2
gD 
gD

= 0.6( L )0.5 ( C L )0.62 ( 2C ) 1.1
g
Di
Di
L
L

D i G

( L )1/3
d b2 L D i

DC (m) : 0.152 − 0.6, H i (m) : 0.126 − 0.35

 L (kg / m3 ) : 800 − 1600,  L ( pa.s) : 0.00058 − 0.021
 L ( N / m) : 0.022 − 0.0742

System
Water-air
Glycol-air
Methanol solution-air, wateroxygen, water-Helium, watercarbon dioxide
Gas-liquid

uG (m/s): 0.08 D

C

(m ) : 0.14 H i (m ) : 2.6

CMC solution (1-2%)

2
C

Luo et al. [23]

1999

k L aD
= 0.6Sc 0.5 Eo 0.62Ga 0.31 (G )M
p
Di

n = 2.188*103 Re−0.598 Fr 0.146 M oL−0.004

uG (m/s): 0.45

Nitrogen-water

M = 0.3ln(n ) + .004
k L aDc2
g  l Dc2 0.33
l
= 0.62(
) 0.5 (
)
Di
l D i
L

Schumpe & et al.
[24]

Nakanoh & Yoshida
[25]

1987

(

g  l2 Dc3

l2

vg

) 0.68 (

gDc

 g 0.04
)
l

DC (m ) : 0.095

Organic liquid- gas (50 types)

uG (m/s)< 0.1
L ( pa.s ) : 0.0005 − 0.06

Sugar solution-water
CMC solution-air


Sh = 0.62Sc 0.5 Bo 0.33 Fr 0.68 ( g ) 0.04
l

1980

k L aDC2

gD 2 
= 0.09( eff )0.5 ( C L )0.75
Di
Di
L
*(

gDC3

 eff2

k La =
*(

Hikita [26]

)(

1981

)

0.39

u
u 
( G )(1 + C ( b  )) m −1
gDC
d

14.9 gf uG L 1.76 L4 g −0.248
(
) (
)
uG
L
L  L3

G 0.243 L −0.604
) (
)
L
L Di

f=1.0 for nonelectrolytes
Kgion
m3
Kgion
f = 1.114*100.021 I  1.0
m3
f = 100.0681 I  1.0

L (kg / m 3 ) : 995 −1230
C= 0 for unelastic liquids
C= 0.133 for elastic liquids, M=0.55
λ= characteristic relaxation time

Sodium polyacrylate- air

uG (m/s): 0.042-0.38

Water-Oxygen
Water-Hydrogen

H i (m ) : 0.13 − 0.22

DC (m ) : 0.1 − 0.19
L (kg / m ) : 998 −1230
L ( pa.s ) : 0.0008 − 0.011
3

Water-Methane
Air-Sugar Solution
Air- Methanol Solution

 L (N / m ) : 0.025 − 0.082
Di (m 2 / s) : 4.6 − 26

Air-Electrolyte solution
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Table 2. Studies on the effect of different parameters on bulk mass transfer coefficient
Parameter
Result
Reference
Superficial Gas bulk mass transfer coefficient increased with increasing
Krishna & Van Baten [30]
Velocity
superficial gas velocity
Liquid phase
The decrease in bulk mass transfer coefficient with
properties
increasing liquid viscosity due to an increase in the
Kantarci & et al. [31]
volumetric fraction of large bubbles and consequently
decrease in the specific gas-liquid area
Gas phase
Higher mass transfer coefficient with more density gases
Schumpe & et al. [24]
properties
Flow regime
Significant increase in the bulk mass transfer coefficient in
Krishna & Van Baten [30]
the heterogeneous regime
Pressure
The decrease in a specific area and bulk mass transfer
coefficient by increasing operating pressure at constant
superficial gas velocity, the increase in a specific area and
Maalej & Benadda [32]
bulk mass transfer coefficient by increasing the superficial
gas velocity at a constant pressure
Column
The decrease in bulk mass transfer coefficient with
Krishna & Van Baten [30]
diameter
increasing column diameter
type of
Higher bulk mass transfer coefficient with smaller hole
Verma & Rai [33]
distributor
distributors

The mass transfer process is performed in different equipment from bubble absorber column
to fixed bed column [41]. In order to speed up the overall process, a liquefied gas contact layer
has been developed and the mass transfer increases with increasing turbulence in both liquid
and gas phases [42]. In the boundary layer, the mass transfer occurs through a combination of
diffusion mechanisms and chemical reactions. Therefore, the overall speed of the process is
expressed by both chemical reactions and mass transfer. If the mass transfer is accompanied by
a chemical reaction, the rate of CO2 absorption in the aqueous amine solution is increased. As
a result, we will have a mass transfer flux:
1
NA =
(C A* − C A,b )
RT
1
(1)
+
E A k L HkG
EA is an Enhancement factor defined as the ratio of the mass transfer coefficient with the
reaction on the liquid side to the non-reaction mass transfer coefficient. H constant artistic
solubility of CO2 in water, kG mass transfer coefficient of gas film, kL mass transfer coefficient
of the liquid film, CA* concentration of CO2 in the interface, CA,b concentration of CO2 in liquid
bulk in terms of (mol/l ).
In its simplest form, the bubble column of a vertical cylinder consists of a gas phase
distributor at the inlet [43]. The liquid phase may be discontinuous in the closed state or enter
the gas in a co-current or counter-current [44]. The gas phase is usually entered from below by
the distributor. The gas as a dispersed phase in the form of a bubble enters into the continuous
phase, i.e. liquid. Reactive particles or catalysts will be suspended in the liquid phase. The
intensity of the fluid flowing through the bubble column is generally very low. But the intensity
of the gas flow will be very different depending on the desired conversion rate. The typical
apparent velocities of the phases based on the empty cross-section of the reactor for liquid and
gas are 0-3 cm/s and 3-25 cm/s, respectively. The amount of liquid that stays in the gas phase
and rises is much higher than the corresponding amount for the liquid phase, so the gas phase
retention time is much higher. Larger bubbles and the accompanying liquid tend to rise from
the center of the column. Therefore, according to the principle of cohesion, the liquid comes
down from the sides and brings down smaller bubbles [45]. The large bubbles with dimensions
similar to the diameter of the cylinder move upward in a spiral along the column. However,
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over a long period of time (about 10-30 seconds) the transient rotational current disappears [46].
However, the mean radial retention time of the gas and the velocity profile are non-uniformly
distributed despite the uniform distribution of the gas throughout the reactor cross-section.
However, a transient rotation occurs in the axial section, causing the phenomenon of internal
mixing.
One of the advantages of the bubble column is that it works well even in the simplest state
and at high gas flow velocities. Because the internal rotation of the liquid, in the presence of
solid particles such as catalyst, reagent, and biomass, leads to the uniform distribution of
particles. However, the rotation of the liquid in the column has the adverse effect of increasing
the reverse mixing, and if a high conversion percentage is considered, it will increase the reactor
volume. The effect of reverse mixing on the conversion percentage depends on the type of
reaction and the materials involved. Low gas retention time, which is affected by the speed at
which the bubble rises, is a system defect.
Alkanolamines are nitrogenous organic materials that are considered organic bases and have
a central nitrogen atom and one or two or three alkyl groups attached to it [47]. Typical amines
are divided into three main groups based on their chemical structure: type I amines (RNH2),
type II (R2NH), and type III (R3N) [48]. The first type of amines, such as Monoethanolamine
(MEA) and Diglycolamine (DGA), has a nitrogen atom attached to it by two hydrogen diatoms
[49]. The second type of amines, such as diethanolamine (DEA) and diisopropylamine (DIPA),
have a hydrogen atom attached to the nitrogen atom, and the third type of amines, such as
triethanolamine (TEA) and methyldiethanolamine (MDEA), It has no hydrogen atoms that are
directly attached to the nitrogen atom [50]. It should be noted that the first and second type
amines have an alkaline structure that allows CO2 to reach nitrogen and form carbamate ions.
In fact, the main reaction between amines and CO2 is the production of carbamates. Also, the
first type of amines is stronger alkaline than the second type of amines and show a greater
tendency to react with carbon dioxide and form stronger bonds. Therefore, the degree of
reactivity of the amine directly affects the design and operation of the tower. The third type of
amines has three carbon atoms attached to nitrogen, and these atoms around the nitrogen prevent
the stability of the carbamate, and as a result, these amines produce bicarbonate instead of
carbamate. Generally, alkanolamines have at least one hydroxyl group and one amino group in
their chemical structure. Hydroxyl groups increase solubility in water and decrease the vapor
pressure of alkanolamine. The amine group provides the alkaline character in aqueous solutions,
which is necessary for the absorption of acid gases [51]. The aqueous solution of amines is
usually used alone or in combination to reactively absorb acidic gases.
Although alkanolamines are highly reactive, the alkanolamines of the first and second types
have a limit on CO2 loading in amine solution of 0.5 mole CO2 per mole of amine due to the
formation of Carbamates are stable. In general, is defined as the total moles of CO2 adsorbed to
the total moles of the primary amine. MDEA is a type 3 amine that produces bicarbonate ions
in the presence of water instead of stable carbamate. This increases the CO2 loading capacity to
1 mole of CO2 per mole of amine. However, the reactivity of MDEA with CO2 is much lower
than that of the first and second-type amines [37]. Among the various chemical solvents, the
aqueous MEA solution is considered the standard solvent for the separation of CO2 gas at low
partial pressures. However, the operating costs of the MEA absorption process are high due to
high energy consumption for solvent reduction, low CO2 absorption capacity, and operational
problems such as equipment corrosion, solvent loss, and rapid degradation, especially due to
oxidation. In general, solvent corrosion increases the cost of materials used to make equipment.
It is said that the heat required to recover the solvent can account for up to 70% of the total
operating costs in a CO2 separation unit. Also, due to the stable carbamates produced by the
reaction with CO2, only 0.5 mole of CO2 per mole of MEA can be loaded. As mentioned, the
first and second type alkanolamines, especially MEA and DEA, have long been used to absorb
CO2 due to their relatively high reactivity; However, in recent years, due to the high reduction
energy required for these amines as well as their low absorption capacity, their mixture with
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MDEA is increasingly used [52]. As mentioned, MDEA is a tertiary alkanolamine type that has
a high absorption capacity and due to its stable structure, it is not easily degraded and its
corrosion is much less. But it is much less reactive with CO2 than the first and second-type
amines. Therefore, the energy required for its reduction is less than the first and second type
amines. In fact, the solvent can dissolve more gas is desired. Because, a higher absorption
capacity means less solvent is required and consequently needs smaller dimensions for the
tower, pump, etc., and ultimately reduces costs.
One of the options to reduce carbon dioxide emissions is the use of reactive amine solvents,
which are considered the most important CO2 removal technologies. To combine the advantages
of amines and also to eliminate the disadvantages of one amine with another amine, a
combination of amines in the CO2 absorption process has been used. In literature, researchers
have mainly studied the solubility of carbon dioxide in amine solvents as well as the kinetics of
these systems for a range of temperature and loading, and unfortunately, so far accurate models
or exact equations for calculating the mass transfer flux in reactive absorption systems are not
provided.
Dimensionless numbers tend to be very useful in characterizing many types of engineering
systems. Dimensionless equations can reduce the complexity of the problem, and give insight
into the fundamental scales (time-, length-, etc.) of the problem. The main objective of
converting the equations to their dimensionless form is to generalize our obtained results. In the
dimensionless forms, we talk about relative quantities that facilitate and generalize the
discussion. There are three important reasons for writing complex equations in dimensionless
form. These are: (1) avoids round-off errors, (2) it allows to abstract over a wide variety of
phenomena and gives insight into regimes where some parameters vanish and can be ignored,
(3) Dimensionless analysis done correctly makes the problem simpler. When done wrong, it
just makes a mess of new meaningless variables.
In this study, the effective parameters in mass transfer in the process of gas absorption in the
bubble column by amine solvents have been investigated. Also, the aim of this study is to
present a general and accurate correlation with the least simplifying assumptions to calculate
the mass transfer flux of gas phase to liquid phase components in three electrolyte systems
MDEA-Pz, MEA-Pz, and MEA-MDEA.

Modeling
The correlations presented in Table 1 are obtained for specific operating conditions and
specific absorbents and cannot be used for all systems. Because the changes in the absorption
rate and consequently the mass transfer coefficient for different systems are very different.
However, by studying these relationships, one point can be made. Most of these correlations
have used dimensionless numbers to calculate the mass transfer coefficient. According to the
Pi-Buckingham theorem, in a physical problem involving n quantities that have an original m
dimension, the quantities can be arranged as n-m independent dimensionless parameters.
Therefore, all the parameters affecting the mass transfer flux along with the dimensions are
presented in Table 3.
In reactive absorption, the mass transfer flux depends on the following variables (Eq. 2):
N A = f (k , k L , DG , DL , G ,  L , PCO2 , Pt ,CCO2 ,C Am )

(2)

The number of parameters affecting problem (n) is equal to 11, and therefore the number of
dimensionless numbers in the process is equal to (n-m), (11-3=8). In this experiment, gas
density, apparent gas velocity, and column diameter are used as iterative variables (see Table
4).
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Table 3. Parameters involved in mass transfer flux
Symbol
Unit
Parameter
NA
mol/(m2.s)
Mass transfer flux
k
m3/(mol.s)
Reaction coefficient
KL
m/s
Liquid phase mass transfer coefficient
DL
m2/s
Diffusion coefficient of CO2 in the liquid
DG
m2/s
Diffusion coefficient of CO2 in the gas
m
Thickness of gas film


Dimension
ML-2T-1
L3M-1T-1
LT-1
L2T-1
L2T-1
L

G

L

L

m

Thickness of liquid film

ML-1T-2

PCO2

Pa

Partial pressure of CO2 in the gas phase

Pt

Pa
mol/m3

Total pressure
CO2 concentration

mol/m3

Amine concentration

-1 -2

ML T
ML-3

C CO2

ML-3

CAm

Table 4. Dimensionless numbers obtained in the process of absorption of CO2
c
D La LbC CO
.N A
2

l
D Lj  Lk C CO
.DG
2

f
D Ld  LeC CO
.k L
2

o
D Lm  LnC CO
.G
2

i
D Lg  LhC CO
.k
2

r
D Lp  LqC CO
.PCO 2
2

u
D Ls  Lt C CO
.Pt
2
x
D Lv  Lw C CO
.C Am
2

In the Pi-Buckingham theorem, each group is connected to the others with a functional
relationship as follows:

 1 = f ( 2 ,  3 ,...,  8 )

(3)

The Pi-Buckingham theorem is a method to compute sets of dimensionless parameters from
the identified parameters, and in general, it is a scheme for non-dimensionalization. By
calculating the coefficients of the groups, the dimensionless numbers are obtained, as expressed
in Eq. 4 (see Table 5). In this study, five dimensionless numbers were selected to obtain an
equation for mass transfer in a bubble column, and thus the relevant dimensionless numbers
were calculated using the collected experimental data.
The relationship between dimensionless numbers, in this case for the MDEA-Pz-CO2
system, is as follows:

E =

PCO

D
NA
= A (Sh )a ( )b (M )c ( 2 )d ( g )e ( g ) f
k LC CO 2
Pt
l
DL

(4)

The coefficients of A, a, b …h are obtained using experimental data substitution and data
fitting method. To find the coefficients and powers A to F, the data related to each absorber
were extracted separately and these coefficients were calculated using nonlinear regression.
Using MATLAB®, these regression calculations were performed using the nlinfit function
regression method, which performs nonlinear regression of data on the selected equation. Next,
with the help of the toolbox, the neural network in MATLAB, and the nftool that is included in
it, a method for calculating the total volumetric mass transfer coefficient is presented. Thus, the
enhancement factor equation is generated as follows:
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*
N CO2 = 0.2867k L (C CO
− C CO2 ,b ) −0.4089 (
2

PCO2
P

)0.1517 (

G −2.2614 DG 1.5705 −0.1409
)
( )
M
L
DL

(5)

Also the relationship between dimensionless numbers, in this case for MEA-Pz-CO2 (Eq. 6)
and MEA-MDEA-CO2 (Eq. 7) system, is as follows:
PCO2 1.0684 G −2.2216 DG 1.1991 −0.3189
*
−2.1361
N CO2 = 729.2689k L (C CO
−
C
)

(
)
( )
( )
M
(6)
CO 2 ,b
2
Pt
L
DL
*
N CO2 = 0.0225k L (C CO
− C CO2 ,b ) −9.52 (
2

PCO2
Pt

)1.358 (

G 0.732 DG 0.5636 −0.741
) ( )
M
L
DL

(7)

Table 5. Dimensional numbers used in bubble column mass transfer relations
Correlation
Definition
Dimensionless Numbers
The
ratio
of
the
amount
of
absorption
with
NA
EA =
a chemical reaction to the amount of
Enhancement factor
k LC CO 2
absorption without a chemical reaction

sh =
M2=

kL
 L DL

kC AmC CO 2  L
k LC CO 2

=

C CO2
C Am

G /  L
PCO2 / Pt

DG / D L

The ratio of mass transfer through
convection to mass permeability

Sherwood

The ratio of the maximum conversion rate
in the film to the maximum diffusion
across the film

Film parameter

The ratio of the amount of CO2 absorbed to
the amount of amine

Loading

The ratio of the thickness of the gas film to
the thickness of the liquid film
The ratio of the partial pressure of CO2 in
the gas phase to the total pressure
The ratio of the diffusion coefficient of
CO2 in the gas phase to the liquid

-

Experimental
Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the bubble column and the equipment used in this study. The
column is cylindrical and made of clear glass with Teflon flanges and has a height of 50 cm and
a diameter of 10 cm. For the production of small gas bubbles, different types of circular
perforated plate distributors with a diameter of 75 mm made of stainless steel containing holes
1 and 6 and sizes 1, 2, and 3 mm are used. The CO2 gas and the air combine after passing
through the pressure relief valves. A rotameter is installed on the path to control the partial
pressure of CO2 gas. To prevent blockage of the tubes CO2 content of the heat generator is used.
After mixing air and CO2, the incoming gas stream passes through the rotameter and the needle
valve and then enters the column by the distributor. The inlet gas flow rate in all experiments is
0.5 liters per minute and the CO2 flow rate range is 0.2-2.1 liters per minute. The volume of the
liquid solution in the column is set to 0.3 liters. One nanometer was used to control the volume
and surface of the solution in the column. The continuous flow rate range of 0.5 liters per hour
was considered. A plate stirrer has been used for better mixing of the two phases as well as the
breaking of larger bubbles into smaller bubbles to increase the gas-liquid contact surface.
Operating temperature and pressure were 22 ° C and 80 kPa, respectively. Some physical and
geometric properties of the stirrer bubble column are presented in Table 6 for these conditions,
the apparent velocity of the gas and the Reynolds number are 10.62 and 80, respectively.
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Fig. 1. Laboratory system used to remove carbon dioxide (1) CO 2 source, (2) air compressor,(3) valves, (4) gate
valve, (5) regulator, (6) heat generator, (7) needle valve, (8) gas distributor, (9) Electromotor, (10) Rotameter,
(11) Manometer, (12) Fresh solution tank, (13) Used solution storage tank, (14) Stirring dimmer
Table 6. Equipment specifications and process operating conditions
unit
Parameter
Value
Unit
Parameter
CO2 gas flow
0.1-2.2
l/m
10
cm
Column diameter
rate
0.4-2.8
l/m
Air flow rate
50
cm
Column height
0.07148-0.0667
N/m
Surface tension
6, 1
N
Number of distributor holes
1.22
kg/m3
Air density
75
mm
Distributor diameter
CO2 gas
The diameter of the
3
1.98
kg/m
1, 2, 3
mm
density
distributor holes
997.2
kg/m3
Water density
disc
Mixer type
1.610-3
m/s
80
mm
Mixer plate diameter
Value

1.7910-9
1.98310-5
1.4810-5
0.9510-3

m2/s
Pa.s
Pa.s
Pa.s

Air viscosity
CO2 viscosity
Water viscosity

0.1-0.5
0.3
0-300
80

mol/l
l
RPM
kPa

Pz concentration
solution volume
Mixer speed
Pressure

The operating conditions in the carbon dioxide absorption solution using the aqueous amine
compound MDEA-Pz, MEA-Pz and MEA-MDEA are described in Table 7.
Absorbent
MDEA/Pz
MEA/Pz
MEA/MDEA

Table 7. Operating conditions in the different system
Loading Amine
Concentration (M)
PCO2 (Pa)
Pt (Psig)
(mol CO2/mol)
2-7
0.027-0.37
280-65000
20-60
0.4-7
0.055-0.57
35.2-71052
101325
3.4-9.8
0.249-0.438
91-35000
101325

Temperature (oC)
40-100
40-60
20-100

Results and Discussion
Based on the Pi-Buckingham theorem, Eq. 5 is presented to calculate mass transfer flux. This
model can be used for various systems by correcting its constants. In this correlation, the effect
of model parameters on the mass transfer flux is separately studied. Fig. 2 shows the variations
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of the predicted mass transfer flux by the model against the experimental values in the MDEAPz-CO2 system.

Fig. 2. Predicted mass transfer flux versus experimental values using the Eq. 5

As Fig. 2 shows, the correlation coefficient equal to 0.951 is obtained, which indicates that
the proposed relationship of the mass transfer flux Predicts the mass for different operating
conditions and takes into account all the chemical reactions of the system with high accuracy.
Also, the relative average error for this system was 3.6%. Simulating this system uses a
modified Pitzer thermodynamic model.
Fig. 3 and 4 shows the mass transfer flux relative to the different loading in different film
parameters. As it is known, the lower the loading, the less CO2 there is in the solvent, and the
solvent is fresh. So it creates a high driving force (concentration difference) and it causes the
increased mass transfer flux. It is also observed that the mass transfer flux decreases with
increasing the film parameter. Also, by increasing the film parameter, the effect of the film
parameter on the mass transfer flux decreases.

Fig. 3. Mass transfer flux relative to the amount of loading in different film parameter using the Eq. 5
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Fig. 4. Variation of mass transfer flux relative to the amount of loading and film parameter

Fig. 5 shows the 3-D curve of mass transfer flux in terms of partial pressure ratio and loading.
As can be seen, the mass transfer flux increases with increasing partial pressure. It means, that
with increasing partial pressure in the gas phase, the driving force of the mass transfer increases
as a result, the mass transfer flux increases. Also, at a constant pressure ratio, as the loading
increases, the mass transfer flux decreases because of the decrease in driving force. As the
loading increases, the mass transfer flux decreases. Because at high loading, the amount of
carbon dioxide in the solvent increases as a result of the solvent's ability to absorb decreases,
and the mass transfer flux decreases.

Fig. 5. Variation of mass transfer flux in terms of pressure and loading

In Fig. 6 we draw the enhancement factor curve versus the film parameter at different
temperatures. As can be seen, the slope of the curve decreases with increasing temperature,
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which indicates that at higher temperatures the absorption process is slower. Also, at high
temperatures, the amount of enhancement factor decreases, and this parameter is proportional
to the mass transfer flux. As a result, as the temperature increases, the mass transfer flux
decreases, this is obvious because the absorption process is an exothermic process, and the
higher the temperature, the lower the mass transfer rate.

Fig. 6. Variation of enhancement factor versus film parameter at different temperatures

Fig. 7 shows the mass transfer flux in terms of film thickness ratio. As can be seen, as the
film thickness increases, the mass transfer resistance increases and the mass transfer flux
decreases. Also, as mentioned before, increasing the temperature reduces the mass transfer flux.

Fig. 7. Variation of mass transfer flux versus Film thickness ratio at different temperatures

According to Fig. 8, the curve of changes in mass transfer flux versus the diffusion coefficient
ratio is plotted, it is obvious that the larger the diffusion coefficient of the mass transfer flux
will be higher.
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Fig. 8. Variation of mass transfer flux with diffusion coefficient ratio at different temperature

Fig. 9 shows the changes in the film parameter versus the loading at three different
temperatures. According to this figure, at a constant temperature, the film parameter increases
with decreasing loading, which is also evident in the mass transfer flux, which has a higher
loading capacity than the film parameter. According to the proposed correlation, a film
parameter with a negative power relative to the mass transfer flux is expressed, which is also
obvious since most absorption reactions are exothermic and therefore the absorption rate
decreases with increasing temperature.

Fig. 9. Variation of film parameter relative to the loading at different temperatures

Table 8 compares the error rates in the correlation obtained for mass transfer flux with
previous studies. As shown, in all three predicted correlations, the error rate is the lowest
compared to previous studies. This indicates the high accuracy of the predicted correlations.
Also in Table 9, to compare the mass transfer rate, the film parameter range obtained in all
three solutions MDEA-Pz, MEA-Pz, and MDEA-MEA were compared. As is clear from the
concept of a film parameter, the larger the film parameter, the more the reaction tends to the
interface of two-phase, and as a result, the reaction proceeds to fasts. According to the
comparison, the MEA-Pz solution has the highest value, which can be explained by studies on
the mechanism and kinetics of amino reactions. As can be seen from various references, the
reaction kinetics in these three amines is as Pz> MEA> MDEA. As a result, the mixed solution
of Piperazine and Monoethanolamine has the highest amount of film parameter. Therefore, the
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results of the predicted mass transfer flux correlation are also scientifically justifiable, which
indicates that the prediction is correct.
Table 8. Comparison of error rates of predicted correlation with previous studies
Author
Error (%)
Sherman et al. [53]
7.0
Mandal et al. [54]
5.0
Dashti et al. [55]
9.7
Edali et al. [56]
7.8
Puxty et al. [57]
15.0
Samanta et al. [58]
6.8
Eq. 5
3.6
Eq. 6
4.5
Eq. 7
4.8
Table 9. Film parameter range obtained in three electrolyte systems
Solution
Film parameter
MDEA-Pz
300-500
MEA-Pz
600-800
MDEA-MEA
40-50

Conclusion
In this work, a comprehensive study of bubble columns and the basis of the theory of mass
transfer relationships were investigated and previous models for calculating the mass transfer
flux were collected. By collecting the required data and developing a method for calculating the
mass transfer flux by regression method, an accurate model was presented for this purpose.
Then, for ease of calculation, dimensionless numbers by applied pi-Buckingham theorem were
used to determine a relationship to calculate the mass transfer flux. The dimensionless numbers
used include Sherwood, Film parameter, loading, film thickness ratio, CO2 diffusion coefficient
ratio, and CO2 partial pressure ratio. Finally, correlations were proposed for this purpose and
the coefficients and powers of this equation were obtained using the nonlinear regression
method. According to the detailed comparison, the accuracy of this method is much higher than
the previous equations.

Nomenclature
CAb (mol/l)
CAm (mol/m3)
CA* (mol/l)
C CO2

(mol/l)
DG (m2/s)
DL (m2/s)
EA
H
K (m3/(mol.s))
KG (mol/(m2.s.Pa))
KL (m/s)
M
MDEA
MEA

concentration of CO2 in liquid bulk
Amine concentration
concentration of CO2 in the interface
CO2 concentration
Diffusion coefficient of CO2 in the gas
Diffusion coefficient of CO2 in the liquid
Enhancement factor
constant artistic solubility
Reaction coefficient
mass transfer coefficient of gas film
mass transfer coefficient of the liquid film
Film parameter
Monodiethanolamine
Monoethanolamine
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NA (mol/(m .s))
PCO2

(Pa)
Pt (Pa)
Pz
Sh
 (mol/mol)

G (m)
 L (m)
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Mass transfer flux
Partial pressure of CO2 in the gas phase
Total pressure
Piperazine
Sherwood number
Loading
Thickness of gas film
Thickness of liquid film
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